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Abstract 

For the high reflectance under the ambient light 
condition, a highly efficient diffractive reflector has 
been proposed, based on a micro grating structure.[1] 
This reflector was designed to show highly 
concentrated distribution of the reflected light to the 
normal direction of the reflector under specific 
incident conditions of the light. In order to apply a 
diffractive reflector to a reflective liquid crystal 
display, the coupling between the viewing angle 
characteristics of a liquid crystal (LC) cell and the 
reflective distribution of the reflector should be 
considered. Under the optimum configuration 
confirmed through the analysis of the coupling 
between a LC cell and a reflector, a reflective vertical 
alignment (VA) cell with a diffractive reflector shows 
contrast ratio and brightness much higher than that 
with a conventional bumpy reflector. 
 

1. Introduction 
The identical image quality under outdoor and 

indoor environments has been one of the main issues 
in mobile display devices[2-4]. Especially, low 
reflectivity of reflectors has mainly deteriorated the 
image quality under ambient light conditions. In order 
to achieve the good image quality in mobile display 
devices, it is important to design a reflector with high 
reflectivity under ambient light condition. For high 
reflectivity, J. H. Kim et al. have proposed a highly 
efficient diffractive reflector[1]. However, they just 
showed the reflective characteristics of the reflector 
itself, without considering the coupling between an 
LC cell and the reflector. In this paper, we report the 
optimum cell configuration of a reflective LC cell 
with a reflector for high brightness and high contrast 
ratio, by analyzing the coupling between a LC cell and 
a reflector. 

 

2. Experiments  
Since a diffractive reflector exhibits viewing-

angle-dependent light reflectance distribution as 
shown in Fig. 1, the configuration of a reflector and a 
VA cell should be optimized for wide viewing angle 
characteristics of the LC cell. A λ/4 VA cell, which 
consists of a polarizer, a λ/4 film and a λ/4 LC layer, 
was introduced as an example to optimize the 
configuration of a reflector and a LC cell. In order to 
find the optimum configuration, we measured the light 
intensities of dark and bright states and the contrast 
ratio by rotating the VA cell from 0 to 180° azimuth 
angle. The incident angle of the light was 30° from the 
normal direction. The cell-gap of a VA cell was 
maintained at 2.4 μm for λ/4 retardation. We used 
negative LC (MLC-6608, Δn: 0.083, Δε: -4.2, and 
Merck Co., Ltd.). At the dark state under the incident 
angle of 30°, light leakage was generated by different 
light pass. We inserted a -C film (dΔn : 360 nm) on 
top of the LC layer to reduce light leakage.(Fig. 2) 
The cell-gap of a VA cell was maintained at 4.25 μm 
(dΔn : 355 nm). 

 
Fig 1. Reflectance of Al, bumpy, and nano-reflector as a 
function of the azimuth angle. 
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Fig. 2. Optical configuration of a reflective VA cell with 
a -C film. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
The light reflectance (R) and the contrast ratio are 

dependent on the direction of a VA cell, as shown in 
Fig. 3. When a LC cell was set at the azimuth angle of 
30°, the contrast ratio was over 16. Figure 4 shows V-
R curves under the optimum configuration of a VA 
cell with Al reflector, bumpy reflector, and nano-
reflector. We confirmed that a VA cell with nano-
reflector has higher contrast ratio and brightness than 
that with a conventional bumpy reflector in an 
optimized LC cell configuration. Figure 5 shows V-R 
curves of a VA cell with nano- and bumpy reflector, 
respectively. When a -C film was inserted to a LC cell 
with nano-reflector, we confirmed the increase of the 
contrast ratio by 3 times than those without a -C film. 
Table 1 summarizes reflectance and contrast ratio of a 
VA cell with Al reflector, bumpy reflector and nano-
reflector, respectively. 

 
4. Summary 

 We optimized the coupling between a LC cell and a 
reflector for the maximum contrast ratio. We found 
that a LC cell with a nano-reflector and an optimized -
C film can provide contrast ratio and brightness much 
higher than that with a conventional bumpy reflector. 
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Fig. 3. Reflectance and contrast ratio of a VA cell with a 
nano-reflector as a function of the azimuth angle. 
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Fig. 4. V-R curves of VA cells with a Al reflector, a 
bumpy reflector, and a nano-reflector. 
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Fig. 5. V-R curves of VA cells with a bumpy reflector, 
with a nano reflector, and with a nano-reflector and a –
C film. 
 
 
Table 1. Reflectance and contrast ratio of VA cells with 
a Al-reflector, a bumpy-reflector and a nano-reflector.  
 

 Al Bumpy Nano 

Rmax(%) 0.01 0.22 1.45 

C/R 1.74 12.07 16.20 
 


